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1. INTRODUCTION
Throughout this paper R will denote a valuation domain. P. Eklof and
w xL. Fuchs 3 showed that an R-module M is free if and only M is a Baer
1  .module, that is, Ext M, T s 0 for all torsion R-modules T. What can weR
1  .say about R-modules M for which Bext M, T s 0 for all torsion mod-R
ules T ? Here Bext1 is a subfunctor of Ext1 consisting of balancedR R
extensions. Torsion-free R-modules M with the last property are called
Butler modules. Is a Butler R-module M completely decomposable? L.
w xFuchs and E. Monari-Martinez 7 answered this in the affirmative when
rank M F / . This paper attempts to investigate this question using the1
w xrecent work 11 on modules with balanced-projective dimension one.
 .It is known that every torsion-free R-module M possesses a G / 9-family0
 .C of pure submodules, namely, C satisfies the following conditions: 1 0,
 .  .M g C , 2 C is closed under unions of chains, and 3 for any A g C and
any countable subset X of M, there is a B g C such that A j X ; B and
BrA has countable rank. For instance, we can take C to consist of all the
 .pure submodules of M. If the condition 2 above is replaced by the
 .condition 2 9 S N g C if N g C for each i g I, then we call C anig I i i
axiom-39 family. These are modifications of the original definition of an
 w x.axiom-3 family by Paul Hill see, e.g., 1 and have also occurred with
w xother variations under the name tight systems in 8 .
 .Our main theorem Theorem 4.6 asserts that a Butler R-module B will
be completely decomposable if and only if B has an axiom-39 family of
pure submodules. We first show that the above condition on B is equiva-
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lent to B having its balanced-projective dimension F 1. Using the concept
w xof a pseudo-balanced submodule introduced in 11 , we obtain a different
axiom 39 characterization of these modules. The last result implies that,
over a discrete valuation domain, every torsion-free module possesses an
axiom-39 family of pure submodules and consequently Butler modules over
discrete valuation domains are always completely decomposable. An im-
portant consequence of the preceding results is the following criterion for
complete decomposability: A torsion-free R-module M is completely de-
1  . 2  .composable if and only if Bext M, T s Bext M, T s 0 for all torsionR R
 .R-modules T Theorem 4.5 . Our results provide direct extensions of the
w xearlier works of Fuchs and Monari-Martinez on Butler modules 7 . As an
application of our methods, we show the well-known criteria for freeness
of an abelian group established by Pontrjagin and by Hill extend to the
balanced-projective R-modules.
2. PRELIMINARIES
All the modules that we consider here, unless otherwise specified, are
torsion-free modules over a fixed valuation domain R with quotient field
w xQ / R. We generally follow the notation and terminology of 8 . This
w xpaper is a follow-up of the work in 11 and so we shall be freely using the
w xresults and the notation from 11 .
By a rank-1 module we mean a non-zero R-submodule of the quotient
field Q. Direct sums of rank-1 modules are called completely decomposable
modules. Two properties of a completely decomposable R-module C see
w x.  .  .8 that are useful are: i C is balanced-projective; ii Every finite rank
pure submodule of C is a direct summand. In particular, any countable
rank pure submodule of a completely decomposable R-module is com-
pletely decomposable. As a consequence, a countably generated torsion-
free R-module has projective dimension F 1. Conversely, as was shown in
w x8 , a torsion-free R-module M with projective dimension F 1 and having
countable rank is always countably generated.
Let A be a pure submodule of a torsion-free R-module B. A is said to
be pure-essential in B if, for any rank-1 pure submodule J of B, A q J is
w xnot pure in B whenever A l J s 0. A is said to be pseudo-balanced 11
in B if, for any rank-1 pure submodule LrA of BrA, either A is a direct
summand of L or LrA is countably generated or equivalently, LrA has
.projective dimension F 1 . A pseudo-balanced chain from A to B is a
continuous well-ordered ascending claim of pure submodules
A s A - ??? - A - A - ??? - A s B ,0 a aq1 t
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where t is a suitable ordinal and, for each a - t , A is pseudo-balanceda
in A and A rA has rank-1. In the special case when BrA is aaq1 aq1 a
 . w xcountably generated torsion-free R-module, Proposition 4.1 i of 11 im-
plies that not only A is pseudo-balanced in B but further there is a
pseudo-balanced chain from A to B. This fact is used in the sequel. It was
w xshown in 11 that if A is a pure submodule of B and if both A and B are
completely decomposable, then there is a pseudo-balanced chain from A
 .to B. For any A, bal.pd M denotes the balanced projective dimension of
 w x.A see 11 .
3. AN AXIOM-39 CHARACTERIZATION
We show here that a torsion-free R-module M has balanced-projective
dimension F 1 if and only if M has an axiom-39 family of pseudo-balanced
submodules and further every pure submodule of rank F / is pseudo-bal-0
anced in M. Countable rank torsion-free R-modules with bal.pd F 1 are
studied and it is shown that a well-known theorem of Pontrjagin on free
abelian groups holds for these modules.
w xThe main theorem of 11 quoted below is most useful in our investi-
gation.
w xTHEOREM 3.1 11 . The following are equi¨ alent for any torsion-free
R-module B
 .i B has balanced-projecti¨ e dimension F 1.
 .ii B has a pseudo-balanced chain, namely a continuous well-ordered
ascending chain of pseudo-balanced submodules
0 s H - ??? - H - H - ??? - H s H s B ,D0 a aq1 t a
a-t
where, for each a - t , H rH has rank one.aq1 a
 .  .iii For any basic submodule A of B, proj. dim BrA F 1.
 . 2 .iv Bext B, T s 0 for all torsion R-modules T.
The next theorem is the main result of this section
THEOREM 3.2. Let M be any torsion-free R-module. Then M has bal-
anced-projecti¨ e dimension F 1 if and only if M has an axiom-39 family of
pseudo-balanced submodules and that e¨ery pure submodule of rank F / is0
pseudo-balanced in M.
Proof. In view of Theorem 3.1, we only prove the necessity. Suppose
 .bal.pd M F 1. Then, by Theorem 3.1, M has a pseudo-balanced chain
0 s H - ??? - H - H - ??? - H s H s M ,D0 a aq1 t a
a-t
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where, for each a - t , H is pseudo-balanced in H and H rH hasa aq1 aq1 a
rank one. This means that, for each a , H s H q B where either Baq1 a a a
 .has rank-1 in which case, H l B s 0 or B is countably generated.a a a
 w x.The idea of building an axiom-39 family is due to P. Hill see, e.g., 1
w xand was improved for B -groups in 6 .2
w xFollowing 1 , we call a subset S of t closed if, for each l g S, we have
<H l B : S B a g S, a - l 4l l a
 w xas pointed out in 6 , the additional purity requirement in the definition of
w x .closed sets given in 1 is superfluous .
 4 Note that if H s H [ B with B rank-1, then a is closed sinceaq1 a a a
.H l B s 0 .a a
 .  4For each closed set S, define M S s S B : l g S .l
 .Our aim is to show that the submodules M S for various closed subsets
S of t form the desired axiom-39 family. This is done by establishing
a series of lemmas, the first two of which follow from Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5
w xof 1 .
 .LEMMA 3.3. M S is pure in M for any closed set S.
LEMMA 3.4. The union of any number of closed subsets of t is again
closed.
We now show that
 .LEMMA 3.5. E¨ery finite hence countable subset of t is contained in a
countable closed subset
w xProof. Our proof is modelled after 6 . Let X be a finite subset of t .
We prove our claim by induction on the maximal member of X. If this
 4maximum is 0, then trivially 0 is closed. Suppose l ) 0 is the largest
ordinal in X, and assume that our result holds for finite subsets whose
maximal member is - l. In view of Lemma 3.4, it is enough to show that
 4l is contained in a countable closed set. Since H is pseudo-balanced inl
H , either H l B s 0 or B is countably generated. If H l B s 0,lq1 l l l l l
 4then trivially l is closed. Suppose B is countably generated. Thenl
H l B will have countable rank, with a maximal independent subsetl l
 < 4x n - v . Now each x is in a finite-sum B q ??? qB with a - ln i a a ii i J1 k
for all j. By our inductive hypothesis, a , . . . , a is contained in ai i1 k
 .countable closed S so that x g M S . By Lemma 3.4, S9 s D S is ai i i i- v i
 .countable closed set and M S9 contains all the x 's. We claim thati
 4S s S9 j l is closed. As S9 is closed, it is enough to check the definition
 .for l. By Lemma 3.3, M S9 is a pure submodule of M and, since it
 .contains a maximal independent subset of H l B , H l B : M S9 .l l l l
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Thus S is the needed countable closed set containing l and the proof of
Lemma 3.5 is complete.
  . < 4LEMMA 3.6. C s M S S closed subset of t is an axiom-39 family.
Proof. Observe that the empty set is closed. So 0 g C. Also G g C.
  . < 4Let M S i g I be a collection of members of C. By Lemma 3.4,i
 .  .  .S s D S is closed and S M S s M D S s M S g C.ig I i ig I i ig I i
 .Finally, if M S g C and X is a countable subset of M, there is a count-
 .  .able closed set S9 such that X ; M S9 . Note that M S9 has countable
 .  .  .  .rank. Then M S j X ; M S q M S9 s M S j S9 g C and
 .  .   .  ..  .  .  .  ..M S j S9 rM S s M S q M S9 rM S ( M S9 rM S l M S9 has
countable rank.
To complete the proof of Theorem 3.2, we need to show that all the
pure submodules of rank F / and also, for each closed set S, the0
 .submodule M S are all pseudo-balanced in M. Actually much stronger
statements hold. These are established in Propositions 3.7 and 3.10.
PROPOSITION 3.7. For any closed set S, there is a pseudo-balanced chain
 .from M S to M.
Proof. Using the axiom-39 family C of Lemma 3.6, construct a smooth
 .ascending chain M s M S - M - ??? - M - ??? - M s M of pure0 1 d m
 .submodules where, for each d - m, M s M S g C for some closed setd d
 .S , and M s M q M C with C a countable closed set. So ourd dq1 d d d
assertion will follow if we show that, for any countable closed set C, there
 .  .  .  .is a pseudo-balanced chain from M S to M S j C s M S q M C .
 <  .4Let T s l g C R S H s H [ B , B rank-1 and B ­ M S . Nowlq1 l l l l
 4for each l g T , l is closed. So every subset of T is closed, by Lemma
3.4. If T / B, we build a smooth ascending chain L - L - ??? - L -0 1 s
 .??? as follows: set L s M S . Let s ) 0. Suppose the L have been0 d
chosen already for all d - s . If s is a limit ordinal, define L s D L .s d - s d
 .If s s d q 1 and L / M S j T , select the smallest ordinal g sd
 .g d g T for which B ­ L and define L s L q B s L [ B .g d . d s d g d . d g d .
 .By Lemma 3.3, each L is pure. Proceeding like this, we obtain M S j Ts
s D L , for some n . Since for each d - n , L s L [ B , wed - n d dq1 d g d .
 .  .obtain M S j T s M S [ [ B , where each B has rank-1.g d . g d .d - n
 . Now, for each l g C R S j T , B is countably generated. Then M S jl
.  .C rM S j T is a countably generated torsion-free R-module and, as
 .pointed out under Preliminaries, this means that M S j T is pseudo-bal-
 .anced in M S j C and further, one gets a pseudo-balanced chain from
 .  .M S j T to M S j C . Clearly this gives rise to a pseudo-balanced chain
 .  .from M S to M S j C .
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 .In the proof of Proposition 3.7, if we take S s B, then we get that M C
has a pseudo-balanced chain. From Theorem 3.1, we then obtain the
following:
 .COROLLARY 3.8. For any countable closed set C, M C has balanced-
 .projecti¨ e dimension F 1 and is a part of a pseudo-balanced chain of M .
Actually Lemma 4.3 that is proved in the next section and Proposition
 .  .3.7 together yield that both M S and MrM S have bal.pd F 1 for any
 .closed subset S of t . In other words, each M S is a tight submodule of M
w xin the sense of 8 .
We now establish a number of properties of countable rank modules
with bal.pd F 1.
PROPOSITION 3.9. Suppose B is a torsion-free R-module of rank F / .0
 .Then bal.pd B F 1 if and only if B ( PrK, where P is a countable rank
completely decomposable R-modul and K is balanced in P. In this case, e¨ery
pure submodule S of B also has bal.pd F 1. Moreo¨er, there is a pseudo-bal-
anced chain from S to B.
 .Proof. Suppose bal.pd B F 1. Let A be a basic submodule of B. By
Theorem 3.1, BrA has projective dimension F 1 and hence, as noted
under Preliminaries, BrA is countably generated. Consider the pull-back
diagram induced by a free resolution 0 ª K ª F ª BrA ª 0 of BrA
where F is a countably generated free R-module:
6 6 6 6
0 K P B 0
6 6
hh 9
6 6 6 6
0 K F BrA 0
Here the vertical maps are onto and the map P ª B maps ker h9
isomorphically onto ker h s A. Moreover, the top row is balanced-exact,
 w x.since A is pure-essential in B see Proposition 3.1 of 11 . Since F is free,
P ( A [ F and is further completely decomposable of countable rank.
This proves the necessity.
Conversely, suppose B ( PrK where P is completely decomposable of
countable rank and K is balanced in P. Since any pure submodule of P
 .and, in particular, K is completely decomposable, bal.pd B F 1. For the
same reason, any pure submodule S of B, which is of the form LrK with
w xK F L F P, also has bal.pd F 1. Since, by Theorem 6.1 of 11 , there is a
pseudo-balanced chain from L to P, it gives rise to a pseudo-balanced
chain from S to B.
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From Corollary 3.8 and Proposition 3.9, we obtain
PROPOSITION 3.10. Let B be an arbitrary torsion-free R-module with
 .bal.pd B F 1. Then any countable rank pure submodule A has bal.pd F 1
and there is a pseudo-balanced chain from A to B.
Proof. By Theorem 3.1, B has a pseudo-balanced chain. By Lemma 3.6,
  . < 4C s B S S closed subset of t with t a suitable ordinal, is an axiom-39
 .family of submodles for B. Embed A in B C , for some countable closed
set C and appeal to Proposition 3.7, Corollary 3.8, and Proposition 3.9.
Proposition 3.9 leads to a Pontrjagin-type theorem
THEOREM 3.11. Let B be a torsion-free R-module of countable rank. Then
 .bal.pd B F 1 if and only if e¨ery finite rank pure submodule of B has
bal.pd F 1.
Write B s D B the union of a countable ascending chain of puren- v n
 .submodules where B has rank n for each n - v. If bal.pd B F 1 forn n
each n, then by Proposition 3.9, each B is a pseudo-balanced corank-1n
submodule of B . Then the B 's define a pseudo-balanced chain for B.nq1 n
 .Hence bal.pd B F 1. The converse follows from Proposition 3.9.
Observer that a corresponding Pontrjagin theorem is also valid for
completely decomposable R-modules: A countable rank torsion-free R-mod-
ule B is completely decomposable if and only if any finite rank pure submodule
of B is completely decomposable. This follows from the fact that a finite
rank pure submodule of a completetly decomposable R-module is always a
 w x.direct summand see 8 .
4. BUTLER MODULES AND COMPLETE
DECOMPOSABILITY
The main theorem of this section shows that a Butler R-module B
satisfying a mild axiom-3 condition on pure submodules is completely
decomposable. Among other things, this condition is equivalent to B
having its balanced projective dimension F 1. This leads to a criterion for
complete decomposability: A torsion-free R-module B is completely de-
1  . 2  .composable exactly when Bext B, T s Bext B, T s 0 for all torsionR R
modules T. From this we derive the earlier theorems of Fuchs and
w xMonari-Martinez 7 that a Butler module B is completely decomposable
 .if rank B F / or proj.dim B F 1.1
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Our starting point is the following result of L. Fuchs and E. Monari-
w xMartinez 7
w xPROPOSITION 4.1 7 . In a Butler R-module B, e¨ery pure submodule of at
most countable rank is completely decomposable.
This is useful in the next theorem
THEOREM 4.2. Let B be a Butler R-module. Then B has an axiom-39
 .family C of pure submodules if and only if bal.pd B F 1.
Proof. Now Theorem 3.2 takes care of the sufficiency and so we
establish the necessity. Let C be an axiom-39 family of pure submodules.
Our aim is to show that each member of C is pseudo-balanced in B. Let
A g C and suppose L is a pure submodule of B containing A with LrA
rank one. Then there is an A9 g C such that L ; A9 and A9rA has
countable rank. Since C is an axiom-39 family, we can write A9 s A q D,
where D has countable rank and D g C. Since B is Butler, D is
 .completely decomposable, by Proposition 4.1. Then L s A q L l D s
A q C, where C s L l D is completely decomposable, being a pure
 .submodule of D. Now Cr C l A ( LrA has rank one and so either
C l A is a direct summand of C, in which case A is a direct summand of
L or C l A is pure essential in C. In the latter case, C l A is actually a
w x  .basic submodule of C and so, by Proposition 3.6 of 11 , Cr C l A has
projective dimension F 1. This means that A is pseudo-balanced in L, as
 .claimed. Then, by Theorem 3.2, bal.pd B F 1.
We shall establish some preparatory results before we prove our main
theorem
LEMMA 4.3. Let A be a pure submodule of an R-module B and suppose
 .there is a pseudo-balanced chain from A to B. If B is Butler or bal.pd B F 1,
then the same holds for A.
Proof. Consider a relative balanced-projective resolution of B with
respect to A, say 0 ª K ª A [ C ª B ª 0 with C completely decompos-
 w x. w xable see 11 . By Theorem 4.3 of 11 , K is completely decomposable.
 . i .Applying Bext y, M , for any module M, we get that Bext B, M (
i i .  .Bext A [ C, M ( Bext A, M for i s 1, 2. Hence the result follows.
Recall that a pure submodule A of a torsion-free R-module B is said to
 .be TEP has the Torsion Extension Property in B if, for any torsion
R-module T , every homomorphism from A to T extends to a homomor-
phism from B to T.
 w x.A useful observation see 2 is that whenever B is a Butler module and
A is a pure TEP submodule, then BrA is always Butler. Moreover, as
w xproved in Theorem 3.2 of 10 , A is actually balanced in B.
The next proposition is crucial in our discussions.
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w xPROPOSITION 4.4 2, 7 . Let k be an uncountable regular cardinal and M
be a Butler R-module of rank k . Suppose M s D M is the union of aa - k a
continuous well-ordered ascending chain of pure Butler submodules M ofa
rank - k . Then there is a closed and unbounded subset C of k such that Ma
has TEP in M for all a , b g C with a - b.b
Now we are ready to prove the main theorem of this section.
THEOREM 4.5. Let B be a torsion-free R-module. Then B is completely
1  .decomposable if and only if , for any torsion R-module T , Bext B, T sR
2  .Bext B, T s 0.R
1  . 2  .Proof. Suppose Best B, T s Best B, T s 0 for all torsion R-mod-R R
ules T. In view of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, B has a pseudo-balanced chain
0 s H - ??? - H - H - ??? H s H s B , 1 .D0 a aq1 t a
a-t
where H s H q B with B rank-1 or countably generated, and thisaq1 a a a
 .chain 1 induces a corresponding axiom-39 family of pseudo-balanced
  . <  .4submodules C s B S S is a closed subset of t with respect to 1 . In
 .particular, B s B S* , for a suitable closed subset S* of t . Choose this S*
to be of the smallest possible cardinality and, in that case, we call S* a
spanning set of B.
We shall apply induction on g , the cardinality of S*, to prove that B is
completely decomposable, the result being true, due to Proposition 4.1,
when g is countable. Suppose g ) / and assume the theorem holds for0
 .all torsion-free B-modules M which are Butler, with bal.pd M F 1 and
with a spanning set of cardinality - g . From Proposition 3.7 and Lemma
4.3, it is clear that each member of C is Butler and has bal.pd F 1. Hence
 .by induction, each B S g C , where S has cardinality - g , is completely
decomposable.
Suppose g is a regular cardinal ) / .0
Using the axiom-39 family C , write B as the union of a smooth filtration
 .B s D B S where, for each a - g , S has cardinality - g anda -g a a
 .  .B S is completely decomposable of rank - g , by induction. In view ofa
Proposition 4.4, we drop, if necessary, to a closed and unbounded subset C
 .  .of g , and assume that B S is TEP in B S for all a , b g C witha b
 .  .a - b. Reindexing this, we may assume that B S is TEP in B S fora aq1
w x  .  .all a . By Theorem 3.2 of 10 , B S is balanced in B S . Thena aq1
 .  .B S rB S is a Butler module having bal.pd F 1 and a spanning set ofaq1 a
cardinality - g , and hence it is completely decomposable. This implies
 .  .that each B S is a direct summand of B S and we conclude that Ba aq1
is completely decomposable.
Suppose g is a singular cardinal. We want to use a version of the
w xShelah's singular compactness theorem as enunciated in Theorem 10 of 4
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in a way that it also applies below the cardinality of the ring R. To
w xaccomplish this, we use the same notation as in 4 and identify the various
classes mentioned in Theorem 10.
We take F to be the family of all completely decomposable modules. If
M s [ X is completely decomposable, we identify I with the setiig I
 < 4I s X i g I via the bijection i ¬ X , and call I a ``basis'' of M. Definei i
 .   . < 4  .  .B M s P I I a ``basis'' of M and any H g B M is of the form P I
for some I. A submodule A of M is a ``free factor'' if and only if A is a
direct summand of M and both A and MrA are completely decompos-
able.
In this case, there is a basis I of M and a basis J of A such that J ; I,
 .  .H s P I , H 9 s P J , and H N A s H 9. Then the family F satisfies the
 .  . w xfive conditions a ] e of Theorem 10 of 4 which then implies that
B g F, that is, B is completely decomposable. This completes the proof of
Theorem 4.5.
From Theorems 4.2 and 4.5, we obtain the following important charac-
terization:
THEOREM 4.6. Suppose M is a Butler module o¨er R. Then the following
properties are equi¨ alent:
 .1 M has an axiom 39-family of pure submodules
 .  .2 bal.pd M F 1
 . 2 .3 Bext M, T s 0 for all torsion R-modules T
 .4 M is completely decomposable.
w xAs pointed out in Corollary 5.2 of 11 , if a torsion-free R-module M has
 .proj.dim F 1, then bal.pd M F 1. Then Theorem 4.6 yields the following
w xtheorem of Fuchs and Monari-Martinez 7 :
w xCOROLLARY 4.7 7 . A Butler R-module with proj. dim F 1 is comp-
pletely decomposable.
If M is a torsion-free R-module with rank / , then M s D M is1 a - v a1
the union of a smooth ascending chain of pure submodules M ofa
countable rank. If M is further Butler, then each M is completelya
decomposable by Proposition 4.1 and, moreover, there is a pseudo-bal-
w xanced chain from M to M by Theorem 6.1 of 11 . This gives rise to aa aq1
 .pseudo-balanced chain for M and hence bal.pd M F 1. An appeal to
Theorem 4.6 then yields the following:
w xCOROLLARY 4.8 7 . A Butler R-module M with rank F / is completely1
decomposable.
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 .Suppose K is a balanced TEP submodule of a completely decompos-
able R-module C. If K is further Butler, then K must be completely
decomposable, since M s CrK satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 4.5.
The next proposition shows that the same conclusion holds without K
being TEP in C.
PROPOSITION 4.9. Suppose S is a pure submodule of a completely decom-
posable R-module B. If S is Butler, then S must be completely decomposable.
A simple application of Zorn's lemma yields a completely decomposable
submodule S9 so that A s S [ S9 is pure-essential in B. Let 0 ª K ª F
ª BrA ª 0 be a free resolution of BrA, where F is free. Consider the
pull-back diagram indicated in the proof of Proposition 3.9 induced by the
above free resolution. As noted there, P ( A [ F ( K [ B. Since A is
Butler, so is K. Also the rank-1 pure submodules of K are all free, as K is
1  .a pure submodule of the free R-module F. This means that Ext K, T sR
1  . w xBext K, T s 0 for all torsion R-modules T. By Eklof and Fuchs 3 , K isR
 .then free. Consequently P and its direct summand S is completely
decomposable.
5. HILL'S THEOREM
As an application of our axiom-39 characterization of torsion-free R-
modules with bal.pd F 1, we show that the well-known theorem of Hill for
free abelian groups holds for balanced-projective R-modules.
THEOREM 5.1. If a torsion-free R-module B is the union of a countable
ascending chain
0 s B - B - ??? - B - ??? 2 .0 1 n
of pure submodules, each of which is completely decomposable, then B is
completely decomposable.
Proof. For each n - v, let C 1. be an axiom-39 family of directn
w xsummands of B . Now, for each n, by Theorem 6.1 of 11 , there is an
 .pseudo-balanced chain from B to B . Hence the chain 2 refines to an nq1
pseudo-balanced chain for B, say,
0 s H - ??? - H - ??? - H s B.0 a m
Moreover, since each B is a member of this chain, say B s H for somen n t
 .  4t s t n , H : a - t is a pseudo-balanced chain for B . Proceeding as ina n
the proof of Theorem 3.2, we obtain an axiom-39 family
C 2. s B S : S closed subset of t 4 .n n
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defined in terms of the above pseudo-balanced chain for B . Observe that,n
2.  .in particular, B g C , since it is of the form B S for a suitable closedn n n
 .  . 2.subset S of t . Moreover, for any m G n, B s B S s B S g C ,n n m m
since B is a member of a pseudo-balanced chain of length t 9 ) t for Bn m
and S remains a closed subset of t 9.
It is easy to verify that, for each n - v,
1. 2. < 1. 2.B s C l C s A F B A g C and A g C 4n n n n n n
is also an axiom-39 family for B .n
We shall first establish a series of lemmas.
LEMMA 5.2. Let n ) 0 be fixed. The collection
X <B s A g B A q B is pure in B for all i - n 4n n i n
 .is a G / 9-family.0
 . XWe need only to verify the countability condition 3 . Let A g B , so0 n
that A q B is pure in B for all i - n. Let X be any countable subset of0 i n
B . Select A g B such that A j X ; A , and A rA has rank F / .n 1 n 0 1 1 0 0
 .  .:Now, for any i - n, the purification A q B r A q B # has count-1 i 0 i
 < 4able rank and let x m - v be the complete set of representatives of am
maximal independent subset of this purification. Choose a countable rank
 < 4D g B such that x m - v ; D . Note that D , A , B are all mem-i n m i i 0 i
bers of the axiom-39 family C 2. and so D q A q B g C 2.. In particular,n i 0 i n
 .  .D q A q B is pure in B and hence D q A q B r A q B containsi 0 i n i 0 i 0 i
 .  .:A q B r A q B #. Then A s A q S D g B and, for each1 i 0 i 2 0 i- n i n
 .  .  . i - n, A q B r A q B contains the purification of A q B r A q2 i 0 i 1 i 0
.B . Repeat the process with A replaced by A to obtain an A g B andi 1 2 3 n
so on. We shall then obtain an increasing chain A - A - A . . . of0 1 2
members of B and the union A* s D A g B satisfies that A* q Bn n- v n n i
is pure in B for all i - n so that A* g BX . Moreover A*rA hasn n 0
X  .countable rank. Hence B is a G / 9-family.n 0
 < X 4LEMMA 5.3. Let B s A F B A l B g B for all n - v . Then B isn n
 .a G / 9-family for B.0
 .Proof. It is enough to verify the countability condition 3 . Let A g B
 .and X be a countable subset of B. Now for each n - v, A j X l B ;n
1. X 1.  .C g B such that C r A l B has countable rank. Let Y be then n n n n
 .complete set of representatives of a countable maximal independent
1.  :subset of C modulo A l B . Let Y s D Y and D s A, Y #.n n n- v n 1
Clearly D rA has countable rank. Choose C 2. g BX so that D l B ;1 n n 1 n
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C 2. and C 2.rC 1. has countable rank. Proceeding like this, we get ann n n
ascending chain
C 1. ; D l B ; C 2. ; D l B ; ??? .n 1 n n 2 n
Then D* s D D satisfies that D* l B s D C m. g BX for allk - v k n m- v n n
n - v. Hence D* g B, A j X ; D*, and D*rA has countable rank.
Y  < 4LEMMA 5.4. For each n - v, the family B s A l B A g B is an n
 .G / 9-family for B .0 n
Proof. This is straightforward.
 .Proof of Theorem 5.1. Using the members of the G / 9-family B,0
build a smooth increasing chain of pure submodules
0 s G - ??? - G - G - ??? G s G s B ,D0 a aq1 g a
a-g
where, for each a - g , G g B and G rG has countable rank.a aq1 a
Suppose LrG is a pure submodule of finite rank in G rG , with aa aq1 a
 .  4finite maximal independent subset Y s y , . . . , y in L mod G . There1 n a
is an integer k such that Y ; B . Since G g B, G q B is pure in B andk a a k
G l B g B . In particular, G l B is a direct summand of B , say,a k k a k k
 .  .  .B s G l B [ M. Then L l B s G l B [ L l M . So G [k a k k a k a
 .  .  .L l M s G q L l B s L l G q B is pure in L and contains Y.a k a k
 .  .This means L s G [ L l M , where L l M is completely decompos-a
able, being a finite rank pure submodule of the completely decomposable
module B .We infer that each finite rank pure submodule of G rG isk aq1 a
completely decomposable and, further, G is balanced in G . By thea aq1
Pontrjagin-type theorem stated in the remarks after Theorem 3.11,
 .G rG having countable rank is completely decomposable. Then Gaq1 a aq1
s G [ C , with C completely decomposable. This means that B sa a a
[ C is completely decomposable.aa -g
w xFurther extensions of the work done in this paper will appear in 12 .
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